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SUMMARY

An A C excited self-balancing instrument for measuring low level strain gauge trans-
ducer outputs is described. The design of a specific circuit optimised for use with small wind
tunnel force balances is presented along with sufficient information to facilitate circuit
optimisation for other applications.

The instrument is intended for applications where the bridge output voltage is below
the level that can be conveniently handled by conventional DC amplifier systems. Tests
on a prototype instrument showed an input noise in a 0 I Hz to 0 7 Hz bandwidth of
4 n V RMS, a zero drift of less than 0 I IV per day and negligible sensitivity drifts. I
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I. INTRODUCTION

Force transducers employing electrical resistance strain gauges bonded to metal structures
have been widely used for many years. For high accuracy applications it is virtually universal
practice to use metal foil gauges in a full bridge configuration.

Under carefully controlled conditions force transducers of this type have achieved a pre-
cision of 0"5 , 10-6 in mass comparisons [Ref. I]. They are also widely used as secondary
force standards and in this application precision levels rivaling that of the primary force standard
(2 - 10- 5) are achieved [Ref. 2].

In wind tunnels, multi-component strain gauge balances are widely used to measure loads
on models and parts of models. Precision levels between 10- ' and 10- ' are required and achieved
with varying degrees of difficulty [Ref. 3]. The accuracy of wind tunnel force measurements is
limited primarily by the geometrical constraints on the force transducers and secondarily by
the non-ideal operating environment of the transducers and output processing electronics.
Many different types of readout electronics have been used in wind tunnels over the years
[Ref. 3-6]. Although never employed in a tunnel, the ingenious approach of Ref. 7 would be
very attractive in applications where it was required to compare closely equal forces with very
high precision.

At the present time most wNind tunnels use regulated DC excitation of the strain gauge
bridges on balances and measure the outputs with the aid of high input impedance DC ampli-
tiers [Ref. 8]. This arrangement is simple and has adequate performance for the majority of
applications. Howe~er in circumstances where the balance electrical output is unusually small,
the limitations of DC amplifier performance can severely restrict the precision of measurement.

In this report a simple AC excited self-balancing electronic system for use with strain gauge
transducers is described. A specific embodiment of this system, optimised for use with low
output wind tunnel balances, is described in detail, but general design data to permit optimisation
for other applications is included.

2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Six component balances with a diameter greater than about 30 mm, suitable for mounting
inside a wind tunnel model, would typically use strain gauges with a 3.2 mm square grid and
a resistance of 350 Q. or higher. Reference 9 suggests that for high accuracy static strain measure-
ments where the balance structure provides a good heatsink, the power dissipated in the gauge
should not exceed 0.0031 W/mm 2 . For a 3.2 mm square, 350 Ll gauge this infers a maximum
gauge supply of 3.3 V or a full bridge supply of 6.6 V. Balances of the above type are usually
designed with output strain levels of about 1000 1im/m. The maximum bridge output is given
by the product of the strain, the gauge factor and the bridge supply voltage. For the commonly
used constantan gauges the gauge factor is approximately 20 and the maximum bridge ouput
about 13 mV. To obtain a measurement precision of 10 - 3 the output electronics will have to
reliably resolve 13 1 V. This is within the capabilities of DC systems of the type used in wind
tunnels [Ref. 3]. If a precision of 10 ' was required an output resolution of 1 3 tV would be
required and although this could be achieved easily by DC systems under laboratory conditions
it is doubtful if it could be maintained in a working tunnel environment. Gauges with grid resis-
tances of I kil and to a lesser extent 5 kil are available. The use of these gauges would permit
an increase in the supply voltage by factors of I 7 and 3.8 for I ki and 5 k Q gauges respectively,
with a direct eftect on the output resolhtion problem.

Strain gauge balances mounted external to the tunnel test section are not subject to rigid
size contraints and can utilisc much larger gauge areas with resulting higher excitation %ollage
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levels. One commercial load cell manufacturer products single component force balances with
a recommended maximum excitation of 100 V.

Very small strain gauge balances for use in model stores (bombs, missiles etc.) and balances
for measuring control surface loads pose a number of special problems. Due to their small size
they require gauges of small dimensions and a grid size of 0.8 mm square is quite common
and 0.4 mm square grids have been used. In these small grid sizes it is difficult to manufacture
high resistance gauges and a resistance of 120 Qi is most common. Many small balances are
required to resolve small forces and therefore tend to be very fragile. To facilitate manufacture
and handling it is often necessary to reduce the design output strain from around 1000,Am m
to around 200 im/m. The current state of the art in small six component store balances is about
8.0 mm to 10.0 mm diameter with a normal force capacity of 100 N and an axial force capacity
of 10 N. Considering a typical small balance with 0.8 mm square, 120 U. gauges and with the
maximum power dissipation of 00031 Wimm2 used previously, a permissible bridge excitation
of about I .0 V is obtained. For a maximum strain of 200 pm m the output will be 400 /V.
To obtain precisions of 10 - and 10 ". output voltages ol'400 nV and 40 nV respectively would
have to be measured. These Noltages are beyond the capability of' any current DC amplifier
system suitable for use in a wind tunnel environment.

To summarise: for strain gauge balances mounted external to the tunnel test section and
for the larger (> 30 mm diameter) balances mounted inside models, measuring systems based
on DC bridge excitation and DC amplifiers provide adequate performance with simplicity and
relatively low cost. For small balances of the type used for store and control surface load measure-
ment the output voltage available is often reduced to the extent that a DC amplifier system limits
the achievable measurement accuracy.

3. DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPT

The concept of a new type of high performance AC excited strain gauge balance readout
system was described in Reference 6. This concept forms the basis of the improved system
described here. For completeness the principle of operation will be briefly outlined.

. block diagram of the system is shown in Figure I. The bridge is supplied from a sinus-
oidal AC source. In general the bridge output will be sinusoidal with a frequency equal to the
excitation supply and a component in phase with the supply with an amplitude proportional
to the bridge resistive unbalance and a component in quadrature (90 phase shift) with the supply
with an amplitude proportional to the bridge reactive unbalance. The bridge output, amplified
by A1, and the bridge supply, amplified by A2, are applied to the phase sensitive demodulator
D. The output of this demodulator is a DC level proportional to the amplitude of the com-
ponent of the bridge output in-phase with the bridge supply and second and higher harmonics
of the supply. The demodulator output is applied to integrator i which attenuates the AC
components (providing the integrator time constant is sufficienty large) and produces a change
of output level with a slew rate proportional to the DC input. The integrator output is multi-
plied by the bridge supply reference signal in M1 . The output voltage from M forces a current
through the rebalancing resistor into the bridge. It should be noted that the bridge supply must
be referenced to the same ground as M, to provide a return path for the rebalancing current.
The sign of the rebalancing current is arranged such that it opposes the in-phase component
of the bridge output. A simple analysis' shows that the rebalancing loop is stable and that the
final approach to balance is exponential \kith a timc constant of:

4TR,(R + R-)
.4"(, 6,R R.,,

w hcre
I, Integrator ti .c constant

R, Rebalancing rcsistance

R Strain gaugc re stancc
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R.. = Error amplifier input resistance

A = Supply amplitude

D D = Gain of demodulator

6.4 = Gain of multiplier

The loop formed by D2. /3 and At, is identical to that formed by D. /, and Al, except
that it is supplied by a quadrature reference signal generated by integrator 12. The effect of
this loop is to null the bridge reactive unbalance.

The gain of the system will be derived for a four active arm bridge with initially equal arm
resistances and equal resistance changes. Similar results may be obtained for other bridge con-
figurations. From Figure 2 it can be seen that:

I= E(R + oR):2R (2)

,(R - 6R) (3)

/r = 1, - / (4)

E= I,(R - 6R) + I(R + 6R) (5)

E = , E OUl (6)

From t4) and (5)

12=[E + I,(R + 6R)]/2R (7)

From (3) and (7)

',= (ER + 1,R' - ESR -( I,8R)12R (8)

For balanced conditions [., = 0 -' Pbh = PKd

Equating (2) an (8) and simplifying:

Ir = 2ER/I(R2 - SR 2 ) (9)

Assuming the bridge supply is symmetrical about earth potential, Vd will be zero for a balanced
(8R = 0) bridge. When the bridge is disturbed and rebalanced by the injection of current /r:

,d = E R12R (10)

Ir = ( '- I'd)' Rr 111)

From (6), (9). (10) and (11)

=;I 4RR,6R + R-6R - R3 (
2R - 2RhR 2

If 6R <, R equation (12) can bc %ritten

S2R , + (13)

wib 3



For strain levels and resistance values typical of wind tunnel balance applications the difference
bctiween equations (12) and (13) will be less than 0001 ",. Even if the non-linearity inherent
in equation (12) was significant, this would not pose a problem since virtually all data acquisition
and processing systems in current use have adequate computing power to apply non linear
calibrations.

The major advantage of this system is that the performance is governed entirely by high
level parts of the circuit. The low level error amplifier does not have any critical performance
parameters. It can be seen from equation (13) that the system gain depends only on the rebal-
ancing multiplier gain and resistances R and R, The system /ero stability depends on the DC
output drift of demodulator [) , the drifts of integrator /, and the offset drifts of one of the
inputs of multiplier A/, (Fig. I1). The performance of the quadrature rebalancing loop formed
by /,, D2 , /, and .34 is not critical. This loop is included to ensure a consistent state of quadra-
ture balance since experience has sho\%n a small interaction betmeen quadrature and in-phase
balance exists. presumabN due to small phase shift in connecting %%irmg etc. The quadrature
loop also removes the necessity for manual preset quadrature balance adjustments.

It should be noted that this system could be used %ith capacitive or inductive bridges
instead of resistive bridges simply by taking the output from 13 (Fig. I ). A device based on at
similar concept was proposed independently by the Royal Aircraft Establishment (Ref'. 101,
but this does not appear to have been widely used.

4. DESIGN OPTIMISATION

4.1 Specification

To meet the requirements of measuring the outputs from small force balanc~s ill wind
tunnels the followking desirable performance characteristics were identified:

Bridge excitation supply - I -OV RMS maximum

Full scale output - IOV

Full scale input strain (4 activc
arm bridge) - - 200 14m il

Resolution and accurac\ onr
I hour period %kith 0.7 Hi
t%%o pole output filter - 10 4 of full scale

Maximum input frequency - 50 Hz.

Desirable attributes are simplicity, lo\k cost and the absence of initial set-up adjustments.

4.2 Bridge excitation frequenc

From considerations of information content it is necessary that the excitation frequency is
at least double the maximum input frequency that is to be followed. An excitation frequency
of ten times the maximum input frequency is a more practical minimum for a system of this
type [Ref. II . Since second and higher harmonics of the excitation frequency exist on the output
Of integrator /:, increasing the f .reqent, eas the problem of arranging the output filter to
adequately attenuate the excitation harmonics %ilhoul restricting the ,xstcm response.

The choice of excitation frequency has a direct impact on the signal to noise ratio achievable
from the input amplifier. All amplifiers, and indeed most physical systems. hac a noise level

*,Ahich increases at loA frequencies due to so Called I I or flicker noise. Noise voltage curses
. for some typical integrated circuit amplifiers are prcscnted in I-igure 3. It is okiously desirable

that the signal to be amplified is in the high lreqUencv. constant noi,,c oltaLe region. Input
current noise has a %erv similar characteristic.
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Excessively high excitation frequencies will result in large phase shifts in the interconnecting
wiring leading to the possibility of changes in quadrature balance producing significant outputs
from the in-phase loop.

For the current application a frequency of I kHz was selected.

4.3 Error Amplifier

The requirements of the input amplifier are:

(a) Minimum noise in a bandwidth equal to double the maximum response frequency,
centred on the excitation frequency i.e. 0.95 kHz to I 05 kHz for a 50 Hz frequency
range and a I kHz excitation frequency.

(b) Sufficient gain to raise the desired minimum resolvable bridge output voltage to a level
greater than the noise level of the demodulator and integrator. Excessive gain makes
the amplifier liable to overloading with excitation harmonics which cannot be nulled.

(c) Sufficiently narrow bandwidth to prevent overloading from electrical noise (e.g. mains
supply frequency) and DC drifts. Excessive bandwidth reduction is neither necessary
nor desirable since it introduces a lag in the system response which destabilises the
rebalancing loop. A narrow bandwidth would also introduce undesirable phase shifts
with small drifts in the excitation frequency.

(d) Reasonably low DC offset at output to minimise fundamental excitation frequency
output from synchronous demodulator.

(e) Low phase shift at excitation frequency.

For a low source impedance like a strain gauge bridge the amplifier voltage noise will
dominate over the current noise. In these circumstances a transformer before the first active
gain stage would have obvious noise advantages. However since the voltage noise of readily
available integrated circuit audio amplifiers ( _ 5 nV/ Hz at I kHz) is of the same order as
the thermal noise of the bridge (2.4 nV/'i Hz for a 350 2 bridge at 300 K) the extra complexity
is not considered worthwhile in this application.

The final amplifier design is shown in Figure 4. The input stage uses a parallel pair of low
cost audio amplifiers with their output summed to give a \ 2 gain in signal to noise ratio. The
overall voltage gain is 4.3 , 10" and the -3db bandwidth about 200 Hz to 15 kHz. The
passive filters formed by R and C at the amplifier input were found to greatly improve the rejec-
tion of sharp spikes caused by switching nearby electrical equipment. The unity gain output
amplifier was used to minimise the DC offset. The shorted input, output noise of the amplifier
was approximately 100 mV peak to peak.

To meet the specification of Section 4 I the input voltage resolution must be better than
40 nV RMS which is equivalent to an output voltage of around 2 mV RMS. This figure is
important in determining the performance requirements of following stages of the circuit. The
fact that the desired resolvable signal level is deeply buried in the amplifier noise is not a problem
since it is readily recovered by the demodulator and integrator.

4.4 Reference Amplifiers

The bridge supply must be amplified to a level suited to the remainder of the circuit and
referenced to the system ground. From considerations of the multiplier specifications a voltage
swing of about - 10 V peak to peak was chosen. The circuit adopted is shown in Figure 5. The
quadrature reference was generated by an integrator with R, C, = I '(2 • 7, - Excitation frequ-
ency). The resistors R, and R,. which should be as large as practical, are required for DC
stability. The two AC coupled unity gain amplifiers on the in-phase and quadrature reference
outputs were used to minimise the D( offsets. This is not a critical consideration since the only
detrimental effect of offsetN would be to non-productively use some of the available multiplier
voltage swing and inject a small /)C component back into the bridge.



Any deprture from zero and 90 degree phase shift between the bridge excitation and the
in-phase and quadrature reference signals respectively will result in an interaction between
the in-phase and quadrature rebalancing loops. For the proposed application the reactive
unbalance of the bridge and connecting wiring will be very nearly constant and interactions
between loops will have no effect on the system accuracy. For this reason no extreme measures
to mininmise phase shifts were used. In an application where the resistive and reactive bridge
unbalances varied significantly in an uncoupled manner (the author is unable to envisage any
such situation of practical importance) care in minimising extraneous phase shifts in all parts
of the circuit would be necessary.

4.5 Demodulator

The demodulator works primarily as a phase sensitive null detector. As such the only
significant performance parameter is DC output drift. Linearity, gain stability and noise are
unimportant. In these circumstances a simple switching demodulator has significant advantages.
The LM 311 comparator provides the drive signal for the AD 7512 CMOS switch array which
cyclically connects the error amplifier to the inverting and non inverting inputs of the LM 308
unity gain differential amplifier.

The output offset drift of this arrangement is simply the sum of the amplifier offset voltage
drift, the amplifier input offset current drift flowing in the input resistors and noise rectification
due to variations of the "on" resistance drifts of the individual CMOS switches. The worst
case amplifier drift specifications lead to an output drift of' 15 jLV C. The contribution of the
switches can be estimated from the following considerations. The "on" resistance of the switches
is about 100 2 and this appears effectively in series with the 43 k.2 input resistors. If the resist-
ance of the switches all change together (as they do with temperature changes) the demodu-
lator gain will change but no output drifts in its null sensing mode will result. The AD 7512
specifications indicate that the drift in the match of the "on" resistances of the switchc, on one
chip is less than 0.01 ",,/ C. The total amplifier input resistance (43 k.. plus switch resistance)
match can therel'ore drift by 0.000023",, C. This will be reflected directly in a drift in the match
of the inverting and non-invertin gain.

Considering the highly unlikely worst case of' I V DC at the error amplifier output, this
drift will produce an output change from the demodulator of 230 nV. The temperature drifts
in the output are therefore dominated by the amplifier and have a magnitude ( l 1514V/ C)
which is negligible compared with the desired resolution limit error amplifier output ( 2 mV).

4.6 Integrator

The integrator has the function of slewing the rebalancing voltage to null the bridge un-
balance. It has the secondary function of attenuating the AC component of the demodulator
output. If this attenuation is inadequate the resulting harmonics on the rebalancing current
will produce components on the bridge output which the system can not null and may, for
small rebalancing resistor values, overload the error amplifier.

From the specification of Section 4.1 the maximum output frequency is 50Hz. For a
10 Volt output swing the maximum output voltage rate of change is 3140 V!sec. To allow

some overload margin it would be desirable it this could be achieved without exceeding an
error amplifier output of 8 V RMS. Since the demodulator has unity gain this is equivalent

S'i to an input to the integrator with a DC level ol8 Volt. Since for an integrator R( I,,di,,.
the RC used in this case should not exceed 8/3140 0.0025. Values of R and C of 10 kW._ and
0.22 /E rcspectively were chosen, giving an RC of 0.0022. For attenuation of tsupply harmonics
RC should be much larger than I!(2 • iT - Excitation frequency) which for this case is equal
to 0 -000 16.

The only integrator performance parameter which affects the system accuracy is the input
offset drift which for the arrangement shown in Figure 7 ha,, a worst case valuc of 15 /IV (.
This should not have a significant elfect on the system performance.
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4.7 Rebalancing Multiplier

The rebalancing multiplier is the component with the major impact on the system perfor-
mance. The system gain is directly proportional to the multiplier gain (Equation 13, Section 3)
and the system linearity is dominated by the multiplier integrator input (i.e. the multiplier input
that comes from the integrator) linearity. Any DC offset drifts of the integrator input will appear
directly as an instrument zero drift.

Non linearities of the reference input will produce harmonic distortion of the rebalancing
signal which will have no impact on the system performance provided it is not so large as to
overload the error amplifier. Similarly offset drifts of the reference input will have no significant
effect.

The multiplier selected was the AD 534 (Fig. 7) with the selected -'L suffix type in the
in-phase loop and the lower specification, and lower cost, "J'" type in the quadrature loop.
One input of these multipliers has an order of magnitude better linearity than the other. The
high quality input %&as used for the integrator input. The multiplier gain was 01 1 i.e. V.., = V,
in , VY in • 0. 1. Brief specifications of the "'L type multiplier are: gain drift _L0.005"o/ C,
X input linearily ---01 ",,, Y input linearity -0.005'", input offset voltage drift 50pV/ C,

* small signal band width 1.0 MHz. All of these specifications are consistent with achieving the
design performance without the need for special environmental conditions. The input offset
drift would appear to be the dominant source of zero drift in the system.

4.8 Excitation Supply

The bridge excitation supply has no critical performance parameters but, since they can be
relatively simply achieved, the following specifications were adopted: frequency 1000 Hz ±
50 Hz, amplitude I .0 V. RMS - 100 mV and harmonic distortion < I %. The major functional
requirements are that the supply should be symmetrical around the system ground and have
a low resistance to ground. A supply suitable for up to 12, 120 Q. bridges is shown in Figure 8.
In any single experimental facility all channels of this equipment should use the same excitation
supply, or if multiple suppliers are needed, they should be synchronised to avoid low frequency
beating.

4.9 Offset Nulling Network

A satisfactory offset nulling arrangement is shown in Figure 9. For 120 Q1 gauges it has
sufficient authority to balance a bridge constructed from unselected, -0-5% initial resistance,
gauges. An offset change equivalent to a 1000 tm/m strain level results in a sensitivity change
of less than 0.01 0,, with no other effects on the system calibration [Ref. 121. If different resistor
arrangements or higher value potentiometers are used, unacceptable changes in calibration

*°  with changes in zero offset can result.

4.10 Bridge Connections

The optimum arrangement for connecting a bridge to the equipment is shown in Figure 9.
The effects of variations in the resistance of the seven connecting leads is a follows:

(a) Error amplifier (6 and 7), no effect.

(h) Excitation supply (I and 3), no effect.

(c) Rebalancing line (5), sensitivity varies inversely with sum of rebalancing resistance and
resistance of wire 5.

(d) Reference amplifier (6 and 7), sensitivity aries inversely with sum of reference amplifier
input resistance and resistance of wires 6 and 7.

7



The effect of the resistance of the rebalancing line could be removed entirely if a precision
current pump was substituted for the rebalancing resistor. The effect of the reference amplifier
leads could be reduced by increasing the amplifier input impedance.

A full analysis of the effect of lead resistance if a basic four wire connection is used, is far
from simple. However to a first order approximation the sensitivity will be inversely proportional
to the sum of the gauge resistance and three times an individual lead resistance. This is more
than two orders of magnitude more sensitive to lead resistance than the seven wire configuration.

4.11 Output Filter

A significant ripple will exist on the integrator output and a suitable lo1s pass filter %kill be

required prior to analogue to digital conversion. A multi-pole filter will probably be required

and care should be taken with the design to ensure that it does not degrade the system per-
formance.

5. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

Twent, channels of the equipment described here hase been constructed for use in the
ARL Ios% speed and transonic *ind tunnels (Fig. 10). Tests have shown sery little variation in
performance and the follossing figures are based on extensise tests on one channel (the first
completed) with random checks of the remaining devices.

A quadrature rebalancing resistance of 680 kQ1 ssas used for all tests. This gase the quadra-
ture loop sufficient authority to balance the reactise unbalance caused by parallelir, one 120 2
bridge arm %kith a 3200 pF capacitor. Unless other%%isc stated, a 430 ki in-phase rebalancing
resistor .kas used gi ing an input AR R of -0OiX)6 ( - 300 1tm in strain for a gauge factor = 2)

V for a full - 10 Volt out put sss ing. Thle design mnasMUrn input strain ss as -200 )Lnl m hut the
losser sensitivity. \sas selected tt) allo some headroom for unstead\ inputs before the output
filter. An overload detector \sas also pros ided prior to the output filter.

For performance mea,,urements a ,peciall. constructed %cry stable bridge of 120 2 gauges
bonded onto a large steel block xs i, used Unbalancc \%a producer( vith a precision resistor
netv ork [Ret. 6]. To proside daitt on the required ,pecifications for the - 15 Volt posser supplies
and the excitation frequenc\ and .irplituue. tle CO ot f arx ing these parametcrs ssas ins estig-
ated. The result,, presented he.hs arc esprc,,,cd in term,, of" bridge output \oil, asuning a
non-nulling sstem ka, usCd. I his form of specification s, ,elected to facilitate comparisons
\kith the more usual )( ampliicr,. 1 or rcercnce the full scale (300 im in strain bridge output
m ith I solt c\citation WtLld be 6(X) INV.

NMcicsured performance

Linearit, better than 0.01

Zero drift
(a) vxith time 0 -I 1 V in 24 hours

t 1, ssith tcmperturc 6 nV (

() ssith I5 \ ,uppliN not mca'surable
( 14 V to V16)

(d \sith ccitat on rcqucency I nV H/
(941 H/ to I • I k Hi)

(c) sitl C, itatioli 'oltaige not leasurable

(0.5 V RMS to I .(0 V RMS)

Sensitivity drift

(a) ssith time not measurable over I month

fh) sith tempcrature 0 -.003",. C
sith - IS V supplics 0)-2"., Volt

14 V to - 16V)
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(d) with excitation frequency not measurable
(900 Hz to I • I kHz)

(0) with excitation voltage not measurable

(0-5 V RMS to I V RMS)

Noise

(a) before output filter 0.2 ILV RMS predominantly
2 kHz ripple.

(h) after 07 Hz 2 pole filter 4 nV RMS (See Fig. II)

It is believed that the zero drift with time recorded above was dominated bv drifts in the
reference bridge rather than in the readout equipment. This conclusion was reached from tests
"here the error amplifier gain was switched between 5 . 10' and 5 • 10' . Over a period of
hours the difference in zero readings for the two gain settings drifted by less than 5",, of the
amount that the two zeros drifted. This behaviour is consistent with a reai input change rather
than an instrument drift.

As predicted the system noise level appears to be ,aominated by the input amplifier and
there is good correlation between the amplifier specifications and the measured system per-
formance.

6. LIMITATIONS AND PRECAUTIONS

For a bridge with unequal initial arm resistances the present system should always be
connected to the bridge in exactly the same way. With the familiar DC amplifier system, the

* amplifier connections can be reversed with a change in sign. but no change in magnitude, of
the sensitivity. With the present system such a connection reversal would produce a small but
significant sensitivity change. This is due to the basically asymmetric nature of the device with
the rebalancing signal being injected into one corner of the bridge.

Many load cells incorporate a small positive temperature coefficient resistance in one of'
the bridge supply wires to compensate for changes in material modulus, and hence cell cali-
bration, with temperature [Ref. 13]. With the present system this type of modulus compensation
will introduce a false zero shift with temperature and should therefore not be used. The problem
can be overcome by splitting the required modulus compensation resistance equally between
the two bridge supply wires.

' 
-  The system described here is inherently best suited to low output transducers with high

ratios of rebalancing resistance to bridge resistance. For low sensitivity settings the system
linearity is degraded and the injection of non-nullable harmonics into the bridge becomes a
problem. For high output transducers (AR/R > 0.005) a high input impedance amplifier would
probably be more appropriate.

7. (ONCLUSION

The prototype instrument easily exceeded its design specification of an accuracy of 10 - 4

for measuring the output of a 120 2 bridge of foil gauges at a strain level of 200 Ltm/m with
a I .0 V excitation. There are indications that by altering the error and reference amplifier gains
the 10 ' accurac could be maintained x, ith 0- I V bridge excitation. This would allow precision
strain gauge force measurements io be made with 0.4 mm gauges under very poor heatsink
conditions.

The performance of the instrument described is limited primarilk by the noise of the input
error amplilier. The potential perlformance impro enent ax ailable with improved amplifier
designs is around it factor of 5. At that stage the thermal noise of the bridge resistors produces
a fundamental perf')rniancc linmitation.

9. 9
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